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1. lntmduction 
A well-known result due to Kaplansky 181 asserts that a mmrnutative ring A is 
reguhr in the sense of Von Neumann if and only if every simple module over ,4 is 
injective. A ring A (not necessarily commutative) isknown as a left (respectively 
right) k’-ring if’ every simple left (respectively right) A -module is injective. Examples 
of regular ings which are not v-rings (4) and examples of V-rings which are not 
regular [3] are known. While studying topological representations of algebras, 
Arens and Kaplansky [ I] defined two other classes of rings closely related to 
regular ings, namely those of bircgular and strongly regular ings. In the commu- 
tative case all these three &SW coicMc. A part of the present paper is concerned 
with the study of strongly regubr rings 
All the rings considered by us will hnv? an kdentity element 1 #= 0. Unless other- 
wise mentioned, aI the modules considerc53 blr, us are unitary left modules. For any 
module M we denote the .Jac-bson radical of M by JR(M) and the injective envelope 
of M by E(M). In [4] * Faith gives an example of a regular ing which is a right 
v-ring but not a left v-ring. Let W be an infinite-dimensional vector space over a field 
K. Let B be ths subring of A = HomK (W, W) generated by the socle S of A and the 
centre K of A. Then Faith shows that W is a simple left B-module which is not injec- , 
tive. However, B is a Van Neumann regular ing which is a right Y-ring. In [4], Faith 
says that his proof of the above result uses rings of quotients. In Section 2 of the 
present paper we show directly that if W is an infinite-dimensional vector space over 
a field K, then W considered as a left module over the ring A = Horn&% W) of all 
endomorphisms of W is not injective. This shows that A is a regular ing which is 
not a left v-ring. Qur proof is quite elementary and does not need the theory of 
quotient rings. 
In Section 3 we study strongly regular ings. The main theorem proved in Sec- 
tion 3 asserts that a ring A is strongly regular if and only if it is a left (respectively 
* Research done while the second mentioned author was parthlly supported by N.R.C gmnt A%%5. 
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ri;ght) v-ring and every maximal left (respectively right) ideal in A is two-sided 
(Ileorem 3.4). In an earlier paper [ 111 we gave necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a direct sum @&Ma of a family of modules (M,)aEJ over an arbitrary ring A 
to be injective. Using this criterion we prove the following result. 
Suppose A is a ring in which every maximal left ideal is two sided. Suppose AI is 
a -simple injeetive module over pl . Let J be any indexing set and MQ = M for all 
aEJ. Then && is injective (Theorem 3. HI). 
As an immediate consequence it follows th 
arbitrary direct wrn of copies of the s4)ne sim ill be injective. Hawa 
xarn$cq can be given to she 
not be i#xt~ve over a strongly 
Im Settitrrs 4we otutjy riwr with the 
left r~.&lrtes Bfe injestive. We re 
turn out to be ditect pt 
bry we also 5ee that a 
In Section 5 we mention an application of an 
self-injective rings whi 
of results in Section 5 
that a finitely generated quotient of an injective module is not injective. Fimlly WC 
would like to thank Professor W.K. Nicholson for bringing to out notice the papers 
by Michler and Villamayor 17) , Gozzens [ 3) and Fisher [S] . 
2 Some prapclrties of V-rings 
We first recall the definition of kings. These were originally considered by 
Villamayot [7] . 
Dcfiiition 2.1. A ring is &cd a l@W-_ing if every simple left module over A is 
injective. 
The notion of a right V-ring is defined similarly. The following result is needed 
for our later purposes. It is essentially due to Michlet and Villamayor [7) . 
Reposition 2.2. The folk?wing conditions on a ring A me equivate~t: 
(1)A is 4 V-ring. 
(2) Given a module M over A, a submodule N of M and GU eiement x of M with 
x & N, there is u maximal submodule T of M suttkfying T Z? N and x e I: 
(3) Given u module M # 0 and an element x # 0 in M, there is a maximal sub- 
mod& Tof M with x $5 T. 
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(4) JR(M) = 0 for every modtile M. 
(5) JR(M) = 0 for ever), cychc nlodule M. 
(6) %%VVJ a left ideal I of A and x E A with x $ I. there is a maximal left kieal J
of A satisJILiq xg J 3 6. 
(7) JR(E(M)) = 0 for every simple module M. 
In 17) , modules M satisfying JR(M) = 8 were referred to as semisimple. An 
examination of the proof of 17. Theorem 2.1) shows that conditions (1) to (6) 
stated above are equivalent. To complete the proof of Proposition 2.2 we have 
only to show that JR(E(AI)) = 0 for every simpk module M over A impties that A is 
. This foffowb from the followinlgl. 
Let W be an infmite-dimensional vector space over a field K, and A z= HomK(W, k-9. 
It is customary to regard Was an A-module by defining 0 9x = 0(x) for any 8 E A 
and x E W. It is well known (6,9] that A i3 a regular ing 2nd tM W is a simple 
A-module. We shall prove that W is not injective over &4. Actually we shall restrict 
to the case where W has a countable infinite base (Us In, 1 over K. ‘Ihe proof we 
give can ea~iiy be modified to take care of the uncountable case as well. 
Proposit%m 2.4. With the notation as above, W is not injecttie over A. 
Proof. On the cant rary assume W injective over A. For each integer n 3 1 let 
Wn = W and gfl : Wn + W the identity map of W. The mapsg, give rise to a unique 
mapg : enar Wn + W,whereanat W n denotes the direct sum of the A-modules 
Wn . If W is injective, there is some extension h : II,, l Wn + W of g. Let 
qzA3tL>l n W be defined by q(e) = (6(u,)). Clearly q is 3 homomorphism of 
A-modules. Let w = f(l)+ where f : A + Wisthem3pf=hs- q.Thenforany8E.4 
we have 
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For any integer z 3 1, let 
F n+i = vector subspace of w spanned by ?.!k for k 2 n + 1) 
I,={@EA i@(@=Ofofk>n+1). 
Then for any 8 E I8 the element q(8) is in the submodule WI e . . . e lVR of I&> i Wn. 
Sin&&&#” =g,weget 
= t?(u, + . . . + un) for every 8 E fn . 
Here u1 + . . . t un denotes the sum in N. Let qn : W + W be the K-linear map deter- 
mined by qn(Ui) = Ui for 19; i< II and ‘I, = 0 for k 2 II + 1. Then clearly 
qn E In. Hence 
NOUN (*) should be valid for every N 2 ! e Since [ un jna 1 is a base for W and Fn, l is 
generate4 by u& for k 3 n f 1, it is clear that there is no element w E W satisfying (*) 
f’or ail n 2 1. This contradiction proves that W is not an injective A -module. Cl 
3. Strongly regujat rings 
We firs2 recall the definitions of a biregular ing and of a strongIy regular ig [I] . 
Lkfnrition 3.1. A ring A is said to be bh@itr if every principa.! two-sided ideal in A 
is generated by a central idempotent in A. 
Defdtion 3.2. A ring A is said to be stmqgly rqzdzr if given any a E A there is an 
element x E A such that a = x$ . 
Actually tie definition given in [ 11 slightly differs from the above definition. A 
ring A is called strongly regular in [ I] if given any Q E A there is a y E A such that 
o =dy. But it is proved later in [l] that their definition is bft-right symmetric. 
Hence the two definitions are equivalent. 
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I.d M be any module over a rip;, sl and !I E M. The annihilator (A 1 X E A, Art = 0 ) 
of td will be denoted by A&. 
Lemma 3.3. Ler A be a ring in which every maximal kj? ideal is two-Med. Let hl be 
uqy simple A -module arid 11, u any two YWEXW elements of M. Then L,, = L,. 
Proof. Since M is simple, any non-zero element of M generates M. Hence Au = M =: Au. 
AlSo 
AiLu “Au=M=Au”AfL,. 
From the fact that M is simple it foflows immediately that L, , L, are maximal left 
ideals of A. By the hypothesis in Lemma 3.3 they are two-sided ideals of A. 
Let X 6% L, be arbitrary. We have u = CYLI for some ar E A. Hence Xu = Xaru. Since 
L, is a two-sided ideal, we see that ha EL,. Hence Xu = XCYU =0, thus yielding 
h E I,,. This proves that L, C L,. Similarly L, C L,. Cl 
regtdlt * A is a left V-ri?2g in which every maxi- 
In the proof of this theorein we wiil be making use of the following two results 
due to Awns and Kaplan&y f I ] . 
Proposition 3.5. A stror&y rtrgwhzr ring is both regtrbrand biremkzr. 
hoposition 3.6. ht u spro~ly regt.4~~ ring all left for r(gh t) ideals we two-sided. 
These are Theorems 3.2 and 3.4, respect%eiy , of [ I 1. 
Prwf of Theorem 3.4. Let A be a strongly regular ing and M any simple A-module. 
Let I be any (left) ideal in A and f : I + M any homomorphism. If f- 0, then 
0 : A + N is an extension of 5 Suppose f+ 0. Let a E I be such that j(a) # 0. Since 
A is strongly regular by Proposition 3.6, the ideal Aa is a two-sided ideal of A. 
From Proposition 3.5 and the deftition of a biregular ing it now follows that 
Au = Ae for a central idempotent eE A. Clearly 
A =AeeA(l -e), IDAa=Ae. 
Hence 
I=AelaH, 
whereH=In{A(l-e)).Letf(e)=uEM.FromAa=Aewegeto=Xeforsome 
XEA.Hence 
f(a) = f(k) = v(e) = Au . 
Since f(Q) f 0 we g%t I.4 # 0. Feom 2 = e we get 
II = f(e) = f(2) = ef(e) = at . 
We sh;ilf now show that f(M) = 0. Any x E H can be written as pl( i - e) thr some 
@zA. Let~@)=Hi.Then 
ttw = ef(x) = f(ex) = f(ep(l -e)) = f(p4.1 - e)) = 0 (I 
L, = %f w at: 0, by Lemma 3.3 we would have L, = L, a and then e E L, F 
P g Lu l%ads to a contradiction; Hence f(H) = 0. Clearly R : A -+ M defined by ’ 
gEAe=f/Ae, gi A(+ !)=O 
is an extension ofjp. Hsnce M is injective. 
Conversely, suppos% that A is a left V-ring in which every maximal left ideal is 
two-sided. I& aE A. Let {Jg lrEs be the family of maximal I%ft ideals of A con- 
taining Air’. By Proposition 2.2(b) tie see that ntiEs Jr = Aa’ m By assumption each 
.I# is a two&i%d i&al in A. In the quotient ring A/.!# there are no left ideals exe@ 
0 and A/J@. This is because Jr is-a maximal left ideal of A . It follows that A/J” is a 
&%w fild. Thi:, tog%th%r with a’ E & immediately ields Q E & _ mus a E nHGs Jti = 
Aa’. Hence there is an element x E A such that a = M’ _ 
Remark 3.7. fjecause strong regularity is a left-right symmetric property, it is alsa 
true that a ring A is strongly regular * A is a right V-ring in which %very maximal 
right ideal is two-sided. 
i&mark 3& Theorem 3.G irxiudes as a particular cas% the result of Kaplaneky in 
the commutative cas%, mentionled in the introduction. 
In [l I] WC have determined necessary and sufficient conditions for a given 
direct sum @ aE~ Ma of modules n-fu over a given ring A to be injective. In the 
s%qu%l we need that result. So we briefly recall that r%sult now. Let J be an infinite 
set. A well-ordering < on J will be referred to as an admissible w%lkxd%ring if J 
corresponds to the set of ordinals < Q for a limiting ordinal St. Any infmite set 
can be provided with an admissible wekxdering. We choose once and foe all an 
admissible we&ordering on the infinite s%t J. With each element x = (.Q )oIE~ of 
II aE~ Ma and each o E J we associate a left ideal P,(x) of A as follows: 
p,(x) = (X E A 1 Xx, = 0 for all p E J satisfying Q G p) . 
Let 
the number of distinct ideals in the collection {PJx))~~~ 
IO X” if this number is finite; 
00 otherwtse 1 
With this notation we have: 
Proof. Iff is fiite, there is nothrng to prove. IRt J be infinite. Ix0 Idenote tBre 
annihilator of M, namety 
* I,, = (XEA iXv=U). 
From Lemma 3.3 we get L, = II, for any two non-zero elements M,U sf M. ALso the 
annihilator L,, of the zero element 0fM is the whote of A. it fobws immediately 
from these that L, r= J for any u + 0 in AI. Once and for all ch&rsse an admissibte 
wekxdering on J. Let x = (.xa)tiJ be an element of EoE, I&. WP shall show that 
yX) Q Z. Far this we consider two cysts: 
CIW 1. f ). Given any or E J there is a fl E 9 satisfying a 6 j? and x3 1% i) in M. In 
this case it is clear thail 
P”,(r) = I Sor every a E!f . 
Cim (2). There is an tr EJ such that xp = 0 t”or fl,> a. Then let CE~ be the Beast 
ordinal such that xp = 0 for /3 3 aO. Then it is clear ahst 
p,(x) = A if%=;& 
Thus in any case Nx) < 2 for every x E CI,,EJ My (_ From ProposiMm 3.9 it fsttlcllws 
that E&E, M, is injective. CI 
Remark; 3.12. If {Ai )iE, is any family of strongly regular ings, it is tr~vi~~~f set~f 
that the direct product fliEl, 4 - t is also a strongly regular ing. 
. 
Remark 3.13. fn Action 4 we shall be studying rings over which arhitfzry direct 
sums of simple modules are injective. Though an arbitrary direct sum of copies rlrg 
the same simple module M over a strongly repiar ting A turns out to be injective, 
from the results in Section 4 we shall see that in general over ZI strongly regular 
ring, direct sums of simple modules need not be injective (Remark 4.10). 
Remark 3.14* In their paper 171, Michler and Villamayor show that the property 
of being a left (or right) v-ring is a Morita invariant property. It is easy to see that 
strong regularity is not a Morita invariant property. In fact, if K is a feld and 
A = %,,(kl) the ring of N Xn matrices over K, then K and A are Marita equivalent. 
A’ is strangly reguIat, whereas for n 2 2 the ring A is not strongly regular since 
there are left ideals in A which are not two-side& For instance for tr = 2 the set of 
matrices of the form 
with Q, b arbitrary in K is a left ideal of A which is not two-sided. 
Definition 4.1. We call a ring d a left DSI-ring if every direct sum of simple left 
modules over A is injective. 
A right DSI-ring is defined similarly. We wit1 deal with mainly the ease of “left” 
concepts and omit the word “left”. Thus, unless otherwise mentioned, ail the con- 
cepts in Section 4 are to be understood as left l sided. 
in the proof of Iheori m 4.2 we shall be making use of the foilowing res’tilt 
proved in [ll]. 
Proof of Tltcorem 4.2. The impiication ‘A a Noetherian V-ring =+ A a DS1-ring” is 
an immediate consequence of the well-known result that direct sums of injective 
modules we injecllwe Over a Noetherian ring. 
To prove the impkation “A a DSI-ring =$ A a kxtherian V-ring” we have only 
to &ow that a DSI-ring is Noethetian. Suppose on the contrary that A is not Noethe- 
rian. ‘Then &err: is an int-mite ascending sq~nce of ideals 
where q,# : A -+ .4/J@ = A$, is the canonical quotient map. Since tin 9 JFE, we have 
cr,,x,~Cd.F~rk~~tt+1wehaveu,~EI,+~e~~CJk.Hencea,x~“Ofork>n~I. 
Applying Proposit i~1 4.3 we see that 6$& 9 I Itftt is not a direct summand of JI,I 3 a Map 
Since A is B DSI-ring by assumption, a,8 ;;r 1 Mn has $41 be injective bemuse ach M, 
k simple. Wl~en@~~ f Mpl is inject&e, it is automatkally a direct summand of 
IJ,. 1 A&. Ihis contradic?ion shows that A has to be Noetheriarr, Cl 
We shah refer to a ring as being seH’-injective if A is injective as a left module over 
its&If. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of 16, Proposition I, ch. 4, &:I. In [6] 
everything isstated for right modules. We have to appeal to lhe analogous result for 
left modules. cf 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Proposi t loa 2 2 (4) and Proposition 4.4 :bove. i3 ’ 
Pmtion 4.6. A DSI-rirrg A is self-inject&e * A is semi-simple ArMi& 
Proof, IRt A be a self-injective DSI-ring. Then A is a self-injective V-ring in particular. 
Hence by Corollary 4.5 it is regular. Also, from Theorem 4.2, A is Noetherian. It is 
well known that a Noetherian regular ing is semi-simple Artinian 16,9]. 
Conversely, if A is semi-simple Artinian, then every module over A is injective. In 
particular A is self-injective and direct sums of simple modules over A are injec‘tive.0 
Proof. Assume A to be a strongly regular DSI-ring. Then from Theorem 4.2 we s 
that A is Noetherian. Since any strongly regular ing is a priori regular and any 
Noetherian regular ring is semi&nple Artinian, it follows that A is semi-simple Artinian. 
Hence A is a direct sum af finitely many minimal eft ideals of A, Since A is strong- 
ly regular, all left ideals in n are two-sided. We will prove that e3ch minimal ideal 
of A is a skew field. Let K be a minimal ideal of A and J any complementary ideal, 
SQ that A = *B @ K. Then J is a maximal ideaf of -4 and A/J* K. Since every left 
idea1 of A is two-sided, J is allso a maximal left ideal of A. Hence in &‘.I there are 
no left ideais except A/f and 0‘ Hence A/J % K is a skew field. it nuw fqllows that 
A is a direct sum of a finite number of skew fields. 
Conversgiy, assume that A is a direct product af fmitely many skew fields. Each 
skew field & trivially seen to be strongly regular. By Remark 3.12, A itself is strongly 
regular. A finite diFrQct product of skew fields is Art&n semi&mple. Hence all the 
modules over A are injective, in particular s8 are direct sums of simple modules 
Over A. Ihis completes the proolf of the theorem. Q 
Ptoaf. Any DSI-ring is a pfiari a V-ring. Since any commutative V-ring is regular, 
it foI!ows that A is regular. But in the commutative case regularity and strong 
regularity ate equivalent. 3ence A is strongly regular. Theorem 4.7 nQw gives the 
desired result. Cl 
Remark 4.9. Since the properties of being a V-ring and being Noethcrian are both 
Morita invariant, Gum Theorem 4.2 we immediately see that the property of being 
;i DSI-ring is a Marita invariant property. 
Remark4.10. Let (K&, be an infinite family af skew fields. Then A = iJ+, fKi 
is strongly regular. Cleariy A is not Noetherian. Hence pl ts not a IX&ring. In other 
wards, there exists a family af simple mad&s {111, &J over A with eaG, & not 
injective. 
Remark 4.11. A strongly regular ing is a left IX&ring if and only 8 it is also a right 
DSI-ring . 
Rem&c 4.12. As painted Out earlier, Flith [4] has given an example of a right 
V-ring which is not a left V-ring. It will be interesting ta find an example of a right 
L?Sf-ring which is not a left DSI-ring. 
5. !blf4njective rings 
La % LEJ be any family of rings and A = JJ,,, A, the direct product czf 
these rings. Each A, being an ideal in A acquires in an obvious way a left A-module 
structure. It is dear aat the direct produet of the left A-modules {Aa& is iso- 
morphic to the left A-module A. Let pQ : A -+ A, and ia :: A, -+ A respectively 
denote the projection and inclusion maps. We follow the convention in [ 111 and 
denote the element (xJaGJ of II,,, A, by x. For each ar E J let 
denote the canonical inclusion which has the effect of inserting 0 as the oth cootdi- 
nate and leaving the other coordinates as they are. We shall denote the image of p, 
by A@**. kt Cea E A denote the element satisfying c = t,, $ = 0 for /3 # a, where 
1, EA, is the identity element of A,. The identity element (l&&=~ of A will itself 
be denoted by 1. 
Proof. Let I be any left ideal in A and f : P + A, any homomorphism of A-modules. 
Define 
If = I f-l i,(A, 1, A’ =In640*7 , 
Let x = &&J be any ekment of I. Then e?x = i,(x,) is in N and x - eyx is in K. 
This combined with W n K = 0 immediately ields 1 = H @ K. 
We now show that f(K) 2 0. Suppse y = (v,)~~J is in K. Then 1 s = 0. From 
this we immediately get y = (1 -- eT)w. Hence 
For any u E A, clear& e7u = w = 1x4. Hence 
f(y) =I%() - cYf(Y) =f(y) - f(y) = 0 l 
, 
Let I, =p,(I). Then IT is a Xcft ideal of A, andg : I, +A, given by g(x,) =f(o), 
where u is any element of I with p7(@ = x7, is now seen to be a weudefined homo- 
morphism of AV-modules. Since A, is an mjective AT-module. there is a homomor- 
phism 0 ; A, -+ A 7 extending . Clearly 
and F : A -* A, det’med by 
F/Aot7 = 0 , Ffi,o) = c(x,) 
is a homomor@ism of A-modules extending f : I + A,. ‘I?~is completes the proof 
of the lemma. tl 
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1(Jet now (A, ),,J be any family of self-injective rings and t9 = ci,,J A,. From 
Emma 5 .l , each A, is an injective A-moduie. LRt eaEJ A, denote the direct sum 
of the A-modules (A, )olE~. 
Pmpition 5.2. Whenever J is an infinite set, @&,J A, is definitety not an injm- 
tive At-mtiuk. 
Prod. Let u, = 1, E A,. With eU E A defined as at the beginn.@ of this section, 
we see immediately 
t?%, =u,fO in+& 4Up = 0 for any (a # a. 
Let us choose any well-ordering whatsoever on J. Then 
e%, J: 0, e%, = Q whenever a < /3. 
Hence by Proposition 4.3,@&,~ A, is not 8 direct summand of the A -module 
n oE~ A,. Hence bBaEl A, is not an injective A module. 
Rcmrk 5.3. It should be noted that the conclusion in Proposition 5.2 is that 
a&El A, is not a direct summand of A = ITaf, A, as an A -module. For instance, 
let A, = k, a Geld for each Q[ E J. Then as a module over L $ definiteIy e&E, A, is 
a dirwt summand of A = II aE~ A, whatever be J. But when J is infiiite as an 
A-module fronlz Proposition 5.2, we see that B&E= A, is not a direct summand of A. 
6. Semi-hereditary rings 
A, rir g A is called smbheralitary if every finitery generated i eat of A (or equiv- 
alently &very finitely ge:lerated submodule of a projective module) is projective. A
is calied her&try if every submodule of a projective module is projective. It is 
well-known that a ring is hereditary if and only if every quotient of an injective 
module is injective [2] . Using results of Section 5 we give here an example of a 
semi-hereditary ring such that a finitely generated quotient 01’ an injective module 
need not be an injective. 
Let J be an infinite set, and for each a E J let KQ be a field. Let A = Tl,, K,. 
Then by Corollary 5 .2, A is a self-inject&e ring. By Remark 3.12,A is a strongly 
regular ing and hence regular. it is known that every finitely generated i eal in a 
regular ing A is a direct summand of A and hence projective [9, ch. III, 831. Thus 
every regular ing is semi-hereditary. In particular A = TlaEJ Ka is a self-injective 
semi-hereditary ring. If every finitely generated quotient of an injective module 
over a semi-hereditary ring were injective, it would follow that every quotient of 
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A by any left ideal of A would be an injective module over A. In other words, every 
cyclic module over A would be injective. E3y a theorem of Osofsky [8] it would 
follow then that A is semi-simple Artinian, which is not the case when J is an infinite 
set. 
Added in Ipro& Theorem 4.2 has already been obtained by Byrd [ 1 a], although 
our proof is somewhat different. 
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